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Introduction

Using a two- or multiple detector system for
secondary electrons (SE) or backscattered electrons (BSE) the difference signal can be used to
reconstruct the surface prof il e. Micrographs recorded by these di fference si gnals are more lik e
shaded images obtai ned by illu minati on from one
si de than convent i onal micrographs using only one
detector. Therefore, the concept of the shapefrom-shading method developed for li ght illumination can be transferred to scanning e l ectro n microscopy as long as one consi ders the character ist i c di ffere nces in si gnal detection and image
formati on. The surface tilt contrast causes signal di fferences A-B when using a two-detector
system of opposite Everhart -Thornley or semi conductor detectors which are lin ear ly to the surfa ce gradient az/ax for SE and proportiona l to
s in¢ cos x for BSE in first order approximati on,
where¢ denotes the surface ti lt angle relative
to the e lectron beam and x an azimuth. This
allows us to reconstruct the sur face prof il e by
analogue or digital image process ing.
Plots of i sodensi t i es from a spher i cal specimen or in a grad ient pla ne correspond to a
para ll el and gnonomic project i on of a sphere, respect ive ly, and are useful to compare different
detector systems. The signa l s of SE and BSEcan
be se lf-shadowed by the speci men. The influence
of the shadowing on the surface reconstruction
can be reduced by an i terat i ve correction method.

The dependence of light reflectance on local
surface t ilt can be used for a reconstruction of
the surface by calcu lating the shape from the
shadi ng (Horn 1977, Ikeuchi and Horn 1981, Horn
and Brooks 1986). Multiple images illuminated
from different direct i ons conta in additional information about the azimuthal or i entat i on of a
surface facet (Woodham1981) . This l eads to a
method ca ll ed photometric stereo . Both of these
methods of stereophotometry also allow us to reconstruct the shape of uniform surfaces, whereas
the tradit i onal stereometry needs the measurement
of a para llax between corresponding sharp ly defined points in two images . In the future, a digital image processing system should combine both
methods. Also, shape from shading is not only of
interest for the reconstruction of surface topography but can also be used for a better separation of particles in stereo logy and stat i stical
applications of image processing .
Because of the similari ty between images recorded by light illuminati on and by a scanning
electron microscope (SEM},these methods can be
transferred to SEMmicrographs as shown by lkeuchi and Horn (1981). Wedescribe in this paper
the differen ce between li ght and SEMmicrographs
due to the theorem of reciorocity and devel op a
refinement of this shape-from- shading method by
taking into account the e l ectron-spec imen interactions and the different mechanisms of signal
formation. Information about the surface shape
can be better realised by using multi ple detector systems for secondary (SE) and backscattered
electrons (BSE) which correspo nd to illuminati ons
from diffe rent directions in light opt i cs. The
image intensity not only depends on the surface
tilt but also on material. Shadowing effects have
to be taken into account and the diffusion of
primary electrons results in an enhanced image
intensity at edges, for example, which has no
count erpart in light illumination. Backscattered
electrons can strike other surface elements which
also results in enhanced image intensity and is
analogous to mutual illumination by light when a
valley is ill uminated by a mountain at sunset,
for example. Measurements and calculations of the
BSEsignals for edges and surface steps have been
reported by Reimer et al. (1986) and Reimer
and Stelter (1987).
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Fig . 1. Angles for characterizing the pr i mary e le ctron beam P (viewer), surface normal N and the
take -off direction D of the detector (l i ght sour ce) in scanni ng electron microscopy and in (light
optics), respective l y.
elements and the n-1 are the backscatteri ng coeffici ents of the pure elements. In the range E = 5100 keV, the backscatter i ng coeffic i ent is approximately i ndependent on e l ectron energy E. For
E < 5 keV see measurements by Reimer and Tollka mp
( 1980) and Monte Carlo cal cul ations by Ladding
and Reimer (1981) and Rei mer and Ste lter (1986).

There f ore, commo
n computat i on methods for
li ght and SEMimages will be of interest and experiences in both fields can compliment each
other . An image process i ng routine conta i ning
a-prior i knowledge about the physics of el ectron
emi ssion and image information will all ow us the
interpretat i on of SEMmi crographs. The analogy of
image cont r ast caused by li ght and e l ectron emissi on is an advantage of SEMbut the differen ces
can result in mi sinterpretat i on by an untrained
user .

The angular distr i bution of the BSE approx imately fo ll ows Lambert' s law:
dn
n
( 3l
00 = n cos s
for normal inci dence ( ~O) where s i s the angl e
between surface normal and take-off direct i on
(Kanter 1957, Drescher et al . 1970). The fraction
of BSEbackscattered opposit e to the e lectron
beam with angles c < rr/2 0 al sg follows such a la w
up to t il t angles ~ < 50 -60 whereas the increa se of n wi th increas ing ~ described by Eq. ( 1) is
concentrated in a ref l ect i on-like maximumthat
becomes more pronounced with increasing ~- For a
more detai led di scuss i on, it is necessary to l ook
on the dependence of dn/do on the take -off angle
C and the azi muthal angle x of the detector. The
result i s a broad di stribut~on of dn/do in dependence on xD (Reimer and Riepenhausen 1984, 1985).
Thi s means that the often used phrase "ref l ect i onlike" or specul ar ref l ect i on will not be a good
descr i pt i on for the shape of dn/dO.

Dependence of SE and BSEemissi on on surface ti lt
and material
The total backscat t er ing coeff i ci ent n is defined as the fraction of pr imary e l ectrons (PE)
that leaves the spec i men by mul tip l e e la st i c
la rge-angle scatter ing and e lectron diffus i on (see
Niedrig 1982, Reimer 1985, Wells 1974 for revi ews). This coeff i ci ent increases monotonously
with increasin g atomic number Za nd surface tilt
angl e~ between sur fa ce normal and electron incidence (Fig.1) and measurements of n can be fitted
by a formula proposed by Darlington (1975) for
e lectron energy E = 20 keV:
n(Z.~)
n0

The energy distribution of BSEconsi sts of
a most probable energy of the order of 0.9 E f or
high and 0.6 E for l ow Z materi al where E = eU i s
the pr imary elect ron energy. The signal int ensity
of BSEdetectors depends on the energy of t he BSE
(see below). The BSE move on stra i ght trajectories2between speci men and detector . The knowledge
of d n/d Edn will be necessary for a correct discuss i on of signa l intens i ty though no experimenta l results and ca l culati ons exi st about this
funct i on. Therefore, the dependence of t he signal
inte nsi ty on the tilt angle~ and on azi mut hal
angle xN of the surface normal has to be recorded
exper imentall y for a gi ven type of detector and

B (n /B)cos ~

with B = 0.89 and (1)
-0.0254+0.016 Z-1.86x10- 4z2+8.3x10- 7z3
0

f or example, where n denotes the backscattering
coeffi cient for norm~! inciden ce (~=0). For a
multi-component target the mixing rule (Castaing
1960, Herrmann and Reimer 1984):
n

n =

L

i =1

C-

1

n-

( 2)

1

can be used where ci are the mass fractions

of the
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geometry. This can be rea li sed by scanning a
sphere that contains all ti lt and azimuthal angles (Lange et al. 1984) or by scanning a cone
with a f i xed angle~ and varying xN.
Secondary electrons are generated by i nelast i c excitations . Their most probable energy i s
of the order of 2-5 eV and they can leave the
specimen only from a thin surface layer t of the
order of a few nanometres . The secondary electron
yield 6 consi sts of a contr i but i on 6PF excited by
the pr imary electrons (PE) that i s proport ional
t~ 0t 8sec ~ as the path length within t and to
E · as an approximation of the Bethe stopp ing
power proport ional to dE/ds « (1/E) In (E/J)
in the range E = 5-30 keV (J = mean ioni sat ion
energy). A second contribut i on 6RSF i s excit ed by
the BSEon their trajector ies thro □ gh the surface
layer and a factor B of the order of 2- 3 (Drescher et al . 1970, Reimer and Drescher 1977) considers the mean increase of secondary electron
emission per BSEcaused by the lowered exit ener gy and the increase of path lengths due to the
angular distr i but ion:
6 = 6PE+6B
SE = 60 (sec ~+ Bn) ~ 6(0) seen~

E=9.3 keV

2

"°

6 l +l = 6 l Ol sec n t
x Al n = 1.11
• Cu n =0.89
+ Ag n=0 .72

o Au n = 0.64

(4)

with 0.65 < n < 1.3. Thi s superposition of SE generation by PE and BSEresu lts in an exper imental
depenRence of 6 on~ that can be approximated by
a sec ~ l aw where 6(0) i s the tota l SE yield at
~=0 as shown in Fig. 2 i n a double-l ogar ithmi c
plot for a pr imary electron energy of 9. 3 keV.
The exponent n as the slope of the stra ight lines
decreases from n ~ 1.3 for Be ton~ 1.1 for Al
and n ~ 0.65 for Au. This exponent i s independent
on primary elect ron energy E in the range 10-100
keV, only 6(0) decreases proportiona l to E-0 . s
with increa si ng E. The increase of the second
term in Eq.(4) with increa sing nor Z results in
an increase of 6(0) though the influence of sur face layers on 6 resu lts in a larger scatter of
experimenta l values (Drescher et al. 1970).

14-----~-~-~-~-,---.---r----T""-

o

~
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Fig . 2. Double-l ogarithmi c plot of the secondary
elect ron yield 6 versuH sec ~ for demonstrating
the val i dity of 6 «sec ~polepiece pl ate above the specimen. The fraction
of collected SE depends on the si ze and geometry
of the specimen and on the working distance that
i s the di sta nce between specimen and polepiece
plat e.
There are three possibl e detection systems
for backscattered electrons:
1. A sci ntil l ator-photomult i pli er combinat ion as
used in the Everhart-Thornley detector for SE.
Because the BSEtrajector ies are not affected
by electrostat ic coll ect i on field s, the scint ill ator has to be mounted with a large soli d
angle of coll ection at different take-off direction depending on the wanted contrast information.
2. A semiconductor detector of the surface -barrier type. A few thousands of electron -hole
pai rs are generated per BSEand can be separated i n the deplet ion layer of a p-n junction .
Contrary to a scintillat or - photomultip li er combination, this detector shows a reduced bandwidth of the order of a few hundreds of kilohertz. Wh
en a semi conducto r dete ctor shall be
used at higher frequencies, the ele ctro n-probe
curre nt and the solid angle of coll ect ion have
to be incr eased.
3. A BSE-to-SE converter plate (Fig.3) bel ow the
polepiece, for example (Moll et al. 1979, Reimer and Volbert 1979, 1980a). SE are generated
by the BSE at a MgOcoated plate behind an
earthed grid. The SE can be collected by the
Everhart-Th ornley detector. A positive bias Uc
of the converter plate retards the excited SE

Though exact measurements of the angular
exit distr i but i on d6/dn of SE become di ff i cult
due to the low exit energy of SE, all exper iments
and theoret i cal approaches conf i rm that a Lambert
law can be used for the emi ss i on of SE:
~~ = 6
cos~= ¾ 6(0) seen~ cos~ (5)

i~)

Detect i on of SE and BSEin SEM
The wi dely used Everhart-Thornley detector
(ETD)for SE consi sts of a colle cto r gr id positively biased at a few hundred volts t o attract the
low-energy SE (Everhar t and Thornley 1960). Behind the grid, a scintilla tor biased at +10 kV
accelerates the SE so that they produce a larg e
number of photons in the scintillat or which can
be recorded through a light- pipe by a photomultiplier tube. Such a detector shows optimumdetection quantum efficiency (DOE)and a large bandwidth from zero to megahertz frequencie s . However,
thi s detector does not colle ct all emitted SE;
those with exit momenta opposite to th e detector
can fly on trajectories which end on the final
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(Fig.3a) and a negat i vely bia sed pla te accelerates th e SE (Fig.3b) so that they can pass the
earthed grid and ar e collec ted by the ETD. This
allows us to swit ch on and off t he BSEdetection and to use the ETDfor the detection of
both SE and BSEsequentiall y.
Detecti on of BSEby sc intillat or or semiconductor detect or s result s in a pref erent ial contribution of high-energy BSEproport i onal to
ERSE-Eth where Eth~ 1 keV i s a thre shol d energy.
For E < 20-30 kev, the signal of a BSE-to-SE converter coated with Mg0i s independent of the
energy of the BSEdue to charging effects. Using
a met al plate as a converte~ the BSEsi gnal becomes proportional to EBSEu
. 8 and low-e nergy BSE
pref erentially contribute to the s ignal.

(Fig.3a). A negative bias U of the ring electrode retards the SE and th~ negatively biased
BSE-to-SE converter plate below the polepiece
all ows us to record the converted SE by the detectors A and B (Fig.3b).
Another SE multi ple detecto r system consists
of two opposit e Everhart-Thornley detectors which
can be turned from a connecti on axi s parallel x
to a posit ion with an axis paral le l toy (Reimer
and Riepenhausen 1985).
Weassume that the detectors A and B of a
two-detector system col lect all SE and BSEemitted to the r i ght-hand and l eft - hand side, respect i vely. This means that the detecto rs A and B record secto r s of a Lambert's distribution differently shaded i n Fig.4. Integration of this distribut ion~ cos¢ from a plane surface (4A s=0)
over the solid angle results in a signal (Reimer
1982, Lange et a 1. 1984):
8 ----

___

___,_ A

SE exit
character istics

PM A

Uc= -100--0~V=="'!-'='
.

~~?

PM A
Specimen
surface

UG =-20V

Fig.3. Two-detector system consist ing of opposite
Everhart-Thornley detectors and a BSE-to-SE convert er pl ate below the polepi ece pl ate and a ring
electrode around t he specimen. The system can be
switc hed from the a) SE to th e b) BSEmode by
changing the biases of the ring and the converter
plat e.

Fig.4. Fraction of coll ected SE from the Lambert ian exit characteristics by detec t ors A and B
and consi deration of self-shadow ing of the specimen.
sA,B ~ 0(¢)

1(1 ±_sin¢

cos xN)

(6)

with the posi tive and negative si gns for the detectors A and B, respectively, where 0(¢) denotes
the tota l coll ected fract ion of eith er the secondar ies or backscattered electrons. The non-zero
angles 4A Bin Fig.4 consider t he se lf- shadowing
by the surface topography. For a surfac e prof ile
z(x) independent on y (surface steps on IC and
scratches by grindi ng, for example), the azimutha l angle xN becomes zero and the shadowing can
be considered by modi fying Eq.(6):

Multiple detector systems
At first, Kimoto et al . (1966) proposed two
semi -annular semi conductor detectors below the
polepiece and demonstrated that their sum signal
shows predominantly material contrast and suppressed t opographic contr ast whereas the difference signal shows topogr aphic and suppressed material contrast. However, a wrong apparent topographic contrast results at interfaces of low and
high mean atomic numbers due to an anis otrop i c
electron diffusion (Reimer and Volbert 1980b,
1982; Reimer 1982, 1984). Lebiedzik (1979), Lebiedzik and White (1975) , Lebiedzik et al. (1g79)
used four semiconductor detectors at s = 45. A
similar system using f our sc intillator s i s proposed by Jackman (1980).
Weproposed a two-detector system f or SE and
BSEshown in Fig.3 (Volbert and Reimer 1980, Reimer 1982). A ring electrode around the specimen
screens the collector grids of the opposite ETDs
so that the SE can fly on straight traject or i es
before entering the collection fields of detectors A and B depending on their exit momenta

sA,B ~ 0(¢)

½(cos 4A,B±_s in¢)

(7)

For the secondaries, we make use of o(¢)=6(0)
seen¢ (equation 4). For the backscattered electrons, we assume that 0(¢) = no is approximately
independent on ¢ for 0<¢< 60° because a BSEdetectgr system normally only collects BSEwith
s<90 and because the increase of~ with increasing~ i s mainly concentrated in directions s>90~
This can be described by a dec~ease of the total
BSEsignal proportional to cos ¢, where 0<m<
0.5 ,
though this will only be a rough approximation
because a more accurate description needs the
considerat i on of d~/do. For semi-annular BSE
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detectors with 0<~< 90°, for example , o(~) can
even incre ase with increasing~ before pass ing a
maximum(Reimer and Riepenhausen 1985). Both cases, we combine in:
o(~) ~cask~
(8)
with -1.3 < k < -0.65 and 0 < k < 0.5 for SE and
BSE, respect ively .
Whensett ing 4A B =0 for simplicity, the
differe nce and sum s i gnal s of Eq. (6) become:
SA - SB~ o(~) sin ~ cos xN
(9a)
SA+ SB ~ o(~)
(9b)
where the difference s ignal Eq. (9a) conta i ns
azimuthal information of the surf ace normal i n
the la st cosi ne term , whereas the sum si gnal Eq.
(9b) only contain s inf ormation about material and
the absolute value of the surface t ilt~- Equati on (9a) can be confirmed by record ing isodensitie s of SE and BSEsi gnal s (Fi gs.5a -d) using a
stee l ball as a test specimen that conta in s all
t il t and azimuthal angles at coordinat es
u =s in ~ cos xN and v =s in~ s in xN
(10)
with the or i gi n at the image centre of t he sphere
(Lange et al . 1984). Figures 6a-d show the ca lculatrd is odensities using o(~) ~sec~ and o(~) ~
cos 2 ~ f or SE and BSE, respective ly . The corre spondence of the measured and calculat ed i sodensities i n Figs . 5 and 6 confirm the se approximat ions for the SE and BSEsi gnal s. Stra ight para llel and equidi st ant i sodensit i es which can be gbserved at the central part of the sphere (~<60)
in Figs . 5d and 6d are a test that the BSEA-B
signal i s proportional to sin <1> cos x as resu lt ing from Eq. (9a) for constant o(~).NThe ratio
of the si gnal s Eqs. (9a) and (9b):
SA - SB
( 11)
5A + SB = sin <1> cos xN
becomes independent on material for both the SE
and BSEmodes. If we assume k=-1 f or SE which
cor re sponds to a proport i onali ty of the SE yield
to sec <1> for mater i al with a mediumat omi c number,
then the di fference s ignal becomes:
SA - SB~ tan~ cos xN = az/ax
(12)
that i s proport ional to the grad ient az/ax of the
surface prof il e z(x,y) where z is para ll e l to the
specimen normal for an unti lted specimen. This
allows a direct reconstruction of the surfa ce
prof il e on line scans para ll el to the x-axi s
(Fig. 7), that i s para ll el to the connect ion of
the two detectors, by analogue or dig it al i ntegra tion of the di fference s i gnal Eq. (12) of two opposi te SE detectors (Reimer and Tollka mp 1982, Niemietz and Reimer 1985). The method works for l arge sca le (Fig.la) and small- scale str uctures (Figs.
7b-d ) . The reconstruction of a step with a height
of 2 µm (Fig.lb ) shows a t ail caused by se lf - shadowing of the s i gnal for detec tor B (see di scussi on below). Such reconstruct ions have to start
with z=0 at X=0 for each line because no inf ormation is availabl e about az/ay. This gradient can
be ca lculat ed by recording the signal s of a pair
of SE detectors with a connecti on li ne par all el
to the y-a xi s (Niemietz and Reimer 1985) . Equat i ons (6) to (10) can be used by substitut ing

Fig. 5. Di rect ly recorded i sodensities of a 1 mm
stee l ball as a test specimen conta inin g all surface inclin at i ons: a) SE A mode, b) SE A-B mode,
c) BSEA mode and d) BSEA- B mode.

n=1

SE A-B

SE A

Fig. 6a SE A

~ig. 6b SE A- B

BSE A

Fig.6c

BSEA

Fig.6d BSEA-B

Fig.6. Calcula ted isodensities for t he four modes
a-d shown i n Fig.5 assuming 6 ~seen~ and oBSE~
cos 112 <1>.
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Fig.7.Examples of the reconstruction of surfaces
profi les z(x) by anal ogue or digital int egration
of the SE A-8 signal along single lin es for
a) a surface replica of a pyrami dal indentat ion
(1 x 1 mm), b) a surface step of 2 µm on Al,
c) conductive pads on an IC (width : 20 µm, height
2.4 µm) and d) a polished surface (roughnes s
standard) .

either by differences in atomic number and excited
by BSEor by differences in the SE yield and cancels also the channelling contrast of polycrystalline specimens (Volbert and Reimer 1980; Hoffmann
and Reimer 1981). The magnetic contrast type 1
increases in the SE A- B mode (Volbert and Reimer
1980; Reimer et al. 1986) and becomes a maximum
for a two-detector system because SE deflected by
the Lorentz force of external magnetic stray
fields towards detector A decrease the signal of
detector B and reversely. Therefore, topographic
contrast and magnetic contrast type 1 cannot be
separated in the difference signal. The SE A+B
image shows bright edges independent of their
orientation and it becomes difficult to decide
whether surface structures are elevations or
impressions. A single Everhart-Thornley detector
will result in a signal between SE A and SE A+B.

sin xN for cos xN. Equation (11) also hold s for a
pair
of small
semi conductor detectors at s=45?
Using a second pair parallel y, the tilt angle$
and the azi muthal angle xN can be calculated and
the surface profile can be rec onstructed from
az/ax =tan$ cos xN and az/ay =tan$
sin xN(13)
(Lebiedzik and White 1975; Lebiedzik et al. 1979;
Lebiedzik 1979, Carl sen 1985). Using only az/ax
from one pai r of detectors, di stortions in the
si gnal can result in a divergence of parallel
profiles as shown in Fig.7d. This can be avoided
when using also az/ay from another pair of detectors and applying a digital reconstruction technique proposed by Carlsen (1985) for BSE.
It is important for discussing the difference
and sum signals of a two-detector system to look
also on other types of contrast. The SE A-8 image
not only increases the topographic contrast and
resu l ts in an image more anal ogue to light illumination (Reimer et al. 1984), it also decreases
the diffusion contrast (Volbert and Reimer 1980;
Reimer 1982; Reimer and Stelter 1987; Reimer et
al. 1986) and cancels the material contrast caused

Image irra di ance equations for light and
electrons 1n the gradient plane
The image brightness of a surface element
depends on it s or ientation relative to the viewer
and to the li ght source in opt ics and relative to
the electr on incidence and to the detector in
SEM, respectively. An image irradiance equation
has to be developed to relate the geometry and
radiometry of image formation. This shall be done
in parallel for comparison of the case of light
illumination and the SE and SSE modes of SEM.The
former parallel s that first given by Horn (1977)
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but uses notations for the different angles which
are used in SEMand are shown in Fig.1 where we
made use of the theorem of reciprocity tha t the
viewing direction in SEMcorrespo nds to a direct ion opposit e to the electron incidence and the
take-off direction of the detector to a direction
opposite to the 'source', respectively:
~=surface tilt angle between the beam of primary electrons P and the surface normal Nin
SEMand
emergent angle between viewer and surface nor mal in lig ht opt i cs
s take -off angle between detector D and e l ectron
beam Pin SEMand
incident angle between li ght source and viewer
in light opt i cs
s take -off angle between detector D and surf ace
normal in SEMand
phase angle between li ght source and surface
normal in light opt i cs.
Furthermore, we introduce azi muthal angles
xN and xR so that the dir ect i ons of the surface
normal ad of the detector relat i ve to the electron beam can be described by the pair s~, xN and
~, xn, respectively. Such a pair ~, xN' for example, corresponds to a point on the unit sphere
or can be descr i bed by the uni t vector:
sin
u

[

a

Fig.8. Isodensitbes in the p,q plane for a li ght
source at s = 45 (p =1, q =1) and an observat i on
opposite to the e lectr on b~am.
cos s

cos s

cos
ms , [::;:;

]

a

ms ,[;]

( 16b)

( 16c)
(16d)

Whenass uming a perfectly di ffuse surface
fol l owing Lambert's law, the si gnal intens i ty or
surface reflectance function for li ght illumination becomes:
SL= o cos s
(17)
The i sodensi t i es in the p,q plane sre shown
in Fig.8 for the li ght source at s - 45 and x =0
corresponding top =1, q =0 and an observation 0
opposi te to the e l~ctronsbeam. The cosine of the
phase angles accounts for the foreshorten ing of
the surface element as seen from the source and
a is a ref lectance factor . The cosine of scan
either be calculated by Eq. (16c) or using the notation and the spherica l triang l e PNDof Fig.l:
cos s= cos~ cos s + sin ~ sins cos(x 0 - xN)(18)
Whenwe assume a single distinct detector for
BSEand SE for analogy and the val idity of Lambert's l aw Eqs (3) and (5), respectively, the sig nals of these detectors become:
( 19a)
SBSE"' Tl cos s

( 14)

in a Cartesian coordinate system where the surface
profile can be descr ibed by z(x,y) . Whennormalizing the z-component to unity and using Eq. ( 13),
the u- and v-components Eq. (10) become the coordinates:
p = az/ax = u/( 1 - u2- v2)112
( 15)
q = az/ay = v/( 1 - u2- v2) 112
of the gradient plane whi ch are di rectly related
to the gradients of the surface el ement in x and
y direction and the surface e l ement can be characterized by the vector (p,q,1) where the z-di rect i on is opposi te to the direct i on of electron
in ci dence. The coordinates u and v of the projection of a sphere are defined inside a unit cir c l e .
This project i on corresponds to a project i on centre
at infinity and an equatorial plane as project i on
plane whereas the projection resulting in the p,q
pl ane has the centre of the sphere as a projectio n
centre and the tangential plane at the north pole
as a project i on plane. The latter i s called a
gnomonic project i on in cryst all ography.
The direct i on of a single distinct li ght
source can be descr ibed by the vectors (Ps, q~,l)
and as shown by Horn ( 1977) and Woodham(1981J,
the angles in Fi g.1 can be descr ibed i n the p,q
notat i on by:
cos~

+ p Ps + q qs
( 1 + p2 + q2) 1/2 (1 + p~ + q2) 1/2
s
p / (p2 +ll 1/2
COS XN

.,,,. r:::::::::l

Sin

1
2 1/2
(1 + p~ + qs)

SSE"' 6(~) cos s 6(0) seen~ cos s
( 19b)
Thi s demonstrates the theorem of reciproc i ty for
li ght illu minat i on and BSEand SE detect i on in SEM
due to Fig.1, and equations (17) and ( 19a,b) both
become proport ional to cos s though in the case of
SE the 'refl ecta nce factor' (SE yield) increases
proportio nal to seen~. We discussed above t hat the
BSEs i gnal can decrease in reality proportional to
the squar e root of cos~ for large tilt angles~,
for example. Cons i deration of this prefactor by
Eq.(16a) results in is odensiti es f or a pair of
BSEdetectors collecting all BSEwith s< n/2
shown in Figs.9 a,b for th e BSEA and A-8 signals.
These curves in the p,q plane corre spond to Figs .
5c,d in the u,v plane, respect ive ly. This demonstrates that the signal of a singl e BSEdetector A

( 16a)
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q
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0.1

Weshowed above that the signa l di fference
of a two-detector system for SE and BSEcan be
used to calculate the tilt angle~ and the azimutha l anqle x of a surface element. The A-B SE
signal is di~ectly proportional top= az/ax and
a perpendicular detector positi on results in a
signal proport ional to q = az/ay. However, the relations Eqs.(9) and (1 1) assume a t il ted surface
without shadowing so that all SE emitted to the
left-hand side can be collected by detector A and
to the right-hand si de by detector B. Figure 4 and
equat ion (7) demonstrate how a surface roughness
can limit the sector of emitted SE that are collected by one of the detectors . Such an influence
of shadowing and it s correct ion shal l be di scussed
in the following.
Weassume a one-di mensional surface prof i le
z(x) for simplicity that is realised in perpendicular scans across IC st ructures or across surface pol i shing scratches, for example. This means
that the structures show no curvature in y direc t ion (q=0) and the azimuthal angle xN = 0 or n for
all surface points. Wedi scussed above how the
signa l s SA and s 8 in Eq. (7) are affected by the
shadowing angles ~A,B and we get:

-3

BSE A

BSE A-B

Fig . 9. Isodensities in the p,q grad i ent plane for
a sing le BSEdetector A at (p q )=(1,0) and for
the diff erence si gnal A- B of twd BSEdetectors at
(ps,qs)=(±_1,0).
q

q

3 p -3

1,5

3 p

2

SE A

Fig. 10a

f (cos ~B - sin~)

(20b)

SB« a(~)

for xN=0. In the case of secondaries from medium
atomic number material with a(~)« sec~. the
difference si gnal SA - SB i s not exactly proportional to az/ax because of the cos ~A 8 terms and
int egr ation of th e difference signal results in a
f irst-order surface profile z'(x) . From this wrong
surf ace prof il e z'(x), new shadowing angles ~A and
~B can be calculat ed and we get a correct ion
6 SAR of the origina l signa l s SA and SR by adding
for each image point that sectors of th~ exit characteristics
which are shadowed:
sA,B =a(~)½ (1 - cos ~A,B)
(21)
Integration of SA - s + k (6SA - 6S results in
a corrected profile z ' '(x) which resu lt s in new
corrections 6SA'.Bat the or igina l signal s SA and
SB.
Figures 11 show the result of such an iteration for a bar and a groove. The line profiles
z'(x) in f i rst-order approximation have been obtained by integrati on of calculated S~ and SR sig nals. Shadowing results in a long tail i n front of
and behind the bar and a decrease of surface elevation and depression for bars and grooves, re spect ively. In case of the bar, two or three iteration steps are sufficient to reconstruct the
true prof ile. However, it becomes difficult to get
the correct profile of a groove with a small number of iteration steps .
This shows that a correct i on scheme for compensating the influence of shadowing is possible.
However, this method only works for structures
large compared to the e lectron range R. Fi gure
12 shows the dependence of Ron electron energy E

Fig. 10b

3 p

8

2

SE A

(20a)

SE A-8

q

1,5

SA« a(~) { (cos ~A+ sin~)

SE A-8

Fig. 10c
Fig.10d
Fig.10. Isodensiti es in the p,q grad ient plane
for a) and c) the SE si gnal of detector Band b)
and d) the signal A-A of a two-detector system
assuming that 6« sec~ with n=0.8 (a and b) and
n=1.3 (c and d).
in Fig.9a shows i sodensities which arb similar to
those for li ght ill umination under 45 in Fig.8.
The i sodensit i es of SE signa l s in the p,q
plane are shown for the case n=0.8 (Figs .10c,d).
Figures 10 band d show the influence of the exponent n of sec~ on the A-B si gnal more strong ly
than the i sodensit i es of single detectors Bin
Fig.10a and c, respectively. For the case of n=1,
analogue to Fig.6b in the u,v plane, the isodensit i es of the A- B signal in the p,q plane are
stra ight and equidi stant lin es p=const and the
isodensity with the value 1 goes through p=1.
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Fig.12 . Double-logar ithmi c plot of e lectron range
R versus el ectro n energy E usi ng equat i on (22)
and measurements of Al-Ahmadand Watt (1983).

A

and SB i s demonstrated in Monte Carlo ca l culations by Rei mer and Ste lt er (1987).). The effect
of el ectron diffusion resulting i n wrong surface
prof ile s can be reduced when decreas i ng the pr imary electron energy. Fi gure 12 shows that R
approaches the exit depth t ~ 2-5 nm of SE and/or
the resolut i on (2- 10 nm) of a SEMf or E < 1 keV.

~ig .11 7 Model calculation for demonstrating the
it erat ion scheme to correct shadowing of the
specimen for a bar and a groove.
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Discussion with Revi ewers
DCJoy: How woul d sampl e charg ing effect this
computati on ? Coul d t he correct result be obtained iterat i vely, as i s the case for shadowing, or
must some other method be empl oyed?
Authors: For example, we observed that posi t ively
charged dust partic l es produce an artificial
surface structure in the SE A-B image. No effect is
observed in the BSEA-B image. Therefore, compariso n of SE and SSE records can separ at e charging
from topographic contrast.
DCJoy: Could st ill better, or more robust, results be achieved by using more than two detectors 7
Authors: Yes, by a four-detector system recording SE or BSE.
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Because of noise this method can result in errors.
The future aim will be to combine the method of
shape from shading which needs no sharply image
points with the digital stereoscopy. The latter
can calculate the specimen height at image points
showing a good correlation and the image is
"filled" by the shape from shading method.

DCJoy: Is it necessary to take special precautions to ensure that the response of your detectors and amplifiers remain linear and stable when
applying this technique?
Authors: Yes, but a large problem is the local
variation of image intensity. Very important is
the recording of the zero signal level for digital image processing of this type.

Z Radzimski: Can you discuss the advantages and
disadvantages of using high energy backscattered
electrons for accurate measurements of surface
topography?
Authors: The method fails especially when the
specimen structure is of the order of the electron range. The influ ence of the diffusion contrast which causes the large st trouble to be compensated can be suppressed either by using very
low voltages or very high voltages so that the
range is larger than the structure. In the latter
case a diffuse background caused by diffusion has
to be subtracted.

MGRosenfield: Have you compared your reconstructed, simulated images to SEMcross - sect ions to
see how good the agreement is between theory and
experiment?
Authors: No, but stereoscopy and cross-sect i ons
shall be used in future for comparison.
MGRosenfield: Do you think this technique will
work at the low 1 kV range voltage s used to inspect IC wafers? If so, could this work be
applied to low voltage linewidth measurement of
uncoated resist features? Have you investigated
this?
Authors: Because of the strong decrease of the
electron range, diffusion contrast can be suppressed at ele ctron energies of 1 keV and the signal more depends on surface topography. For a
measurement of linewidth one should keep in mind
what width i s wanted, at the top or bottom, for
example. Monte Carlo calculations can help to
calculate the detector signals and look on special
features of the linescan which can be measured
with high accuracy. Weobserved qualitatively
the influence of low voltage on the SE A-B images
of conductive pads on !Cs (Reimer et al. 1986).

BKPHorn: What happens when the reflectance map
does not consi st exactly of para ll el straight
lines (k=-1)? Howis the accuracy affected? How
can modern SFS methods be used to deal with this
case? Howcan neighbouring contours be "tied together to obta in a surface?
Authors: Whenthe i sodensiti es are not straight
lin es wrong surface tilts result.
Whenapplying
the method in future, i sodensiti es can be recorded on a small stee l ball as specimen and the
stored data can be used for a more correct determination of surface tilt. The best way to tietogether contours will be to use an additional
pair of detectors in the perpendicular direction
or to apply stereoscopy on a distinct number of
image points.

H Niedrig: What are the objects in Figs. 8 to 10?
Authors: These diagrams show i sodensiti es in the
grad i ent pl ane and the advantage of such dia grams
i s just that the plot becomes independent of
specimen structure .

:
6

H Niedri
Fig.11: Howdo the signals A look like?
(Presuma ly symmetric to a central vertical mirror
plane?)
Authors: Yes.
Z. Radzimski: The number of assumptions in the
proposed method limit the surface reconstruction
to only a smooth relief on homogeneou
s material.
Is it possib le to intr oduce various "correction"
terms that deal with edges, point s, extreme
angles, etc . which are not strict ly integrab le?
Authors: This i s just the future aim of our work,
to use a data base in a computer which takes int o
account the electron -specimen intera ctions .
Z Radzimski: Wouldyou explain in detail the range of applications for which the shadowing methods
compete with stereoscopy, which seems to be a
proven technique for accurate surface reconstruction?
Authors: Stereoscopy is indeed a very accurate
method due to the capability of the humanvision
system to detect very small parallaxes. Stereoscopy can be transferred to digital image processing by searching the maximumof correlation when
a windowof the second micrograph is shifted
across a reference windowin the first micrograph.
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